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Editorial. 
WHAT are the true objeCts of a free COn1'1lOn school system under a republican form of government? How may these 
objects be the most effectively and certainly realized? To what 
limitations, if any, should the system be subjected in order that 
its paramount purposes may be accomplished? These are ques-
tions of transcendent importance and they demand a most earnest 
and careful consideration. Th'ey sustain a vital relation to tht> 
perpetuity of the government and to the welfare and happiness of 
the people. ,It is conceded on all hands that free universal edu-
cation ·is indispensable to the existence of such a government as 
ours. Intelligence and virtue are at the basis ·of all self-control 
whether of the individual or of the masses. An ignorant and 
untrained child affords no guarantee of becoming an industrious 
and law-abiding citizen. He is rather the prophecy and the 
pledge of an opposite character. . The whole people must be taught 
and trained. This single sentence epitomizes at once the ne-
cessity, the policy, and the duty of a government of the people. 
The question is how far is thig necessity actually,felt and how 
far is this duty actually being performed by the people as repre-
sentee!. in the government of their choice? 
There are, it is to be feared, too many indications that we are 
falling far short of the exigencies of the situation and of the 
demands of the hour. In the ·first place, there can be no doubt 
that the essential, paramount purpose of the American common 
school is to lay, firmly and thoroughly, the foundations of true 
manhood and of good citizenship. It is to train .the child to 
think clearly, to know accurately, and to act wisely, efficiently, 
and justly. It is to give him possession, so far as possible, of all 
his faculties, and incite him to the pursuit of noble ends by noble 
means. In this beneficent work the school must ever play an 
important part; and a course of study, or more comprehensively, 
a course of training, must be its leading instrumentality. Thestud-
ies of a school are only a part of its course of training. The 
mere knowledge of books acquired by children is secondary in 
/" 
importance to the knowledge of their own powers and the skill 
rightly to use them. The studies proper have a far less influence 
in the determination of character than the methods and the dis-
cipline 'of the school. The knowledge of the branches acquired 
by pupils is not so important as is the manner or method in which 
the acquirements are made. In early education, especiaily, the 
method is everything, because the power acquired by the exercise 
of the mind oepends upon the manner in which it is exercised. 
There is a no less fearful waste in TIlental than in manual labor 
when misdirected. Education may be said to consist largely in 
acquiring right metllOds of using the faculties. 
There is little or no power or discipline acquired through 'the 
cramming processes so common in most schools. Children com-
pelled to memorize the thoughts of others through forms of words 
are more frequently injured than benefited thereby, not only 
because much of the language is beyond their apprehension, but 
because the method itself is faulty. The true principle is best 
enunciated in the maxim of "ideas first and their expression 
afterward." The power of inferring the unknown from the 
known is ~ne of the most important functions of the human mind, 
and its cultivation should be carefully attended to from the begin-
ning of the educational process. Each new lesson should, to a 
great extent, be a voyage of discovery. Truths mastered in this 
way are a positive acquisition, while the mind itself is expanded 
and strengthened in the process of acquiring them. Herein lies 
the secret of growth in learning, while in the opposite or memor-
iter process is to be found the explanation for most of the so· 
called stupidity, the inaccuracy and lack of real interest and prog-
ress among children. True methods of teaching produce activity 
of mind and interest in school work, and most of the stupidity 
should be credited to the wrong methods of the' teachers rather . 
than the lack of apprehension in their pupils. Thought and its' 
expression, language, must be a growth from within rather than 
an impression from without. Ignorance of this grand principle, 
~nd the inability to apply it on the part of teachers, is the real 
secret of the unsatisfactory results now produced by ·our schools. 
We want to generate the power and the disposit£on, the way atid 
the will to learn, rather than to attempt scholarship in our com- . 
mon schools. Scholarship is a life work. School should be, a 
preparation for life work. When this truth is propedy appreciated 
and applied we shall have more good schools and more good 
citizens. 
Our common schools attempt too much and they attempt that 
in the wrong way. Their chief business is not to cram a little of' 
everything into the heads of their pupils, but rather to train them 
to the right use of their powers arid thus lay the foundation and 
inspire the right disposition to make life a perpetual school. A 
few essential, fundamental things should be done, and well done. 
Their work should be limited to the essentials, and not until t~ese 
are accomplished should the schools be allowed to undertake the 
desirables. The art of thinking, of expressing, a,nd of appre-
hending thought, implies the qlastery of the mother-tongue, that 
is, of reading, speaking, and writing the language. The art of 
computing implies: a knowledge of. the processes of arithmetic. 
The art of observing, of planning, and executing impUes a kinowl-
edge of drawing The art of living within one's income, a,nd of 
laying up against the hour. ·of need implie~ a . knowledge ' 0 
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accounts o,r boo~-keeplng. 'Now we tlndertake to sely that these 
s~bjects thoroughtY tdtight 'and tnai itred, with such ind d'ental 
\:eachingconcerpipg the thaferial objects 'add fOl'c'es 'Of nature as 
~iii be afforded in a igoo'd sch;oo'l Dy a 'c'oinpet'ent teacher will 
rurnish 'iI. better ipiep'ar'ation for i'ite than is now actually acquired 
'by thre'e-ro'urths olf th'os e 'wh'o !griduate from our common schools 
iunder 'the exist'idg order 'of things. The ar't of thinking we as-
:sume \vi1l be 'de'veloped in connection with all the subjects 
:riam~d by those rational methods now known and practiced only 
by toe best teachers, whose numbers, however, are alarmingly 
\ mall. 
It is creditable neither to the common schods nor to the in-
telligence of this country that fifty per cent of the candidates 
for admission to the Military Academy, and fifty-eight per cent 
of those at the Naval School at Annapolis, are rejected for in-
competency, when it is known that the requirements are only of 
the most elementary sort. It is demanded only that young men 
should be "well versed in arithmetic, 'reading, and writing, in-
cluding orthography, and have a knowledge of the elements of 
English grammar, of descriptive geography, especially of their 
own country, and of the history of the United States." Were 
these subjects intelligently handled by skillful teachers in our 
common schools, a knowledge of them would be built up in the mind, 
and hence would have a real existence there, so that when de-
manded it would appear. But mechanically taught, impressed 
through language but half apprehended, and crammed into minds 
t~at become mere passive recipients, they lie there undi-
gested and unassimilated, soon to fade from consciousness like a 
fitful 'dream of the past. The groundwork of education being 
thus superficially laid, the early habits and associations being of 
the most cru?e and mechanical sort, there can be but little hope 
of the f~tu~e. It has been truly affirmed that what is required 
for admlsslOn t~ West Point is what every American citizen 
ought to have, and precisely what eur common schools ought to 
teach. These facts carry their own commentar:y on their face. 
They should arrest the attention of every thoughtful man in the 
nation and lead to those comprehensive measures of reform so 
clearly demanded by the needs of the country. 
OPPOSITION TO PUBLIC HIGH ,SCHOOLS. 
THE short article from H. L. B., on page 246 of the 41st number of ,the WEEKLY, set me to thinki~g, or rather it 
intensified a current of thought which has frequently been 
stafted in my mind of late by utterances from various sources. 
There can be little doubt that there is quite a serious opposition 
to high schools and st1ite colleges in the minds of some of our 
Pro~estant people j some of this opposition may result from care-
ful thought, much of it originates in very superficial thought, 
and I can but believe, that a great deal of it results from self-inter-
est,-from the same source as the lawyer's famous de~ision in re-
gard to the ox gored by the bull. 
At, the recent state meeting of my own denomination, an essay 
was 'presented on the proper attitude of the, denomination to ~he 
'public schpols. One of the points of this essay is reported as 
, ' . follows: "We should insist upon .the schools attending to their 
!- legitimate worJc, keeping them to the work of furnishing pri-
mary, not advanced education." Now, in this, I do not believe 
the writer spoke the sentiments of the rank and file of the de-
nomination, any more than he did in some ether things he took 
o,ecasion to say. But, note the fact, that the author of this essaJ 
, is at the he<¥! of a Literary Inst#ute. 
. / 
p' 
br. Sturtevant, in his new book on the "Science of Wealth,'; ' 
seems to favor similar ground, on page 255 . Can it be that the ' 
fact that he has been for many years at the head of a denomina-
tional college has, is this resl'ect, biased the Do~tor' s usually ' 
clear and logical mind? , 
Dr. Fowler was for some time president of a denominationar 
college, also j and his present position would not be likely to be ' 
antagonistic to any bias that he might have fprmed in the same: 
direction. But, when he asserts that "high schools tax the poor 
man to educate the cht"ldren of the rich," he asserts what is sim-· 
ply untrue, and he ought to know it j and I very much fear that. 
he does know it. Last summer I was present at the graduating: 
exercises of a large class from the high school in one of the cen-
tral cities of Illinois. As one young lady read her essay, a friend! 
near me remarked, "Her mother is a washerwoman j" of anoth-
er, "Her father is a drayman." And so on j it appeared that a 
majority of that class were the children of poor parents,-some 
of them very poor. 
Now what was true of this cl~ss is true of many classes, per-
haps most who graduate from our high schools. If Dr. 'Fowler 
does not know these facts, he ought to know them j and he, and 
others like him, may take either horn of the dilemma, ignorance 
or dishonesty, as he pleases. The very opposite of his 'statement 
is much nearer the the truth. 
But I do not believe such sentiments are held by the majority 
of our religious people of any denomination, whatever ecclesi .. , 
astics or those interested in denominational schools may say" 
Even among Roman Catholics, the bishops and priests cannot: 
speak for a large part of their people on the common-schooll 
questions j for some of the best friends of public schools belong: 
to that church. 
I have no sneer or disparaging remark to make of denomina-
tional schools and colleges. They have done a noble work, and! 
there is a noble work yet for them to do. In these times, all t)1e 
friends of learning and culture need to stand together, shoulder 
to shoulder. But, if a fight in our own ranks must come on this; 
question, I am glad to know that it is not to be begun by public 
school men. And I believe I know enough of the opinions of 
our people, to predict that the outcome will show that men in:. 
terested in denominational schools can least afford to provoke 
such a fight. E. C. HEWETT. 
It is with some degree of interest that I have read the Circular 
of the President of the University "To the Principals 'of High 
Schools in the State of Wisconsin." For one, I appreciate its 
words of encouragement to these principals for what they have 
already done to raise the standard of higli-school scholarship, 
but at the same time, I wish the circular had been more specific 
in the suggestions it offers in regard to preparatory work. I be-
lieve all examinations for ad~ission to our colleges should be 
made by the faculties of the colleges, for thereby they, in a 
measure, &upervise the work of the preparatory schools. The 
, faculties examine upon the subjects, whereas the teachers of the 
candidates examine upon their own instruction, which may be 
more or less limited in its range and in its thoroughness. It is 
very proper that the deficiencies in the preparation of the candi-
dates should be made known to their teachers in order .that those 
deficiencies may be avoided in future. -
It can, do doubt, be safely said that the character' of the 
work bf the preparatory school depends on the examinations 
and the requirements of the colleges, and that the excellence ' 
and the thoroughness of preparatory work will never, on the 
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whole, surpass what the colleges demand, just as a school never 
studies better, and more thoroughly, than it is taught. 
. If this position is tenable, the colleges should make their ex-
aminations thorough and searching, and if candidates no not 
come up to their demands, let them be rejected and let the 
deficiencies be pointed out specifically. 
It is not wise for any institutions to increase the quantity of 
their reqqirements for admission very much at anyone time, 
but they should at all times insist on the quality. The examina-
tions should be on the very rudiments of the branches required, 
and these examinations should be longer continued in order that 
the candidate's self-sustaining power, ability to think, his knowl-
edge as well as his ignorance may be thoroughly tested. 
It may be replied to the Circular of the' President of the Uni-
versity that, if the standard of scholarship is raised in the high 
:schools, it will come through the enforced demands 0 f the col-
leges. Let them m~ke and insist on their demands. Preparatory 
work in New England has improved just in proportion as Har-
vard and Yale have insisted On a better preparation of their 
.candidates. So preparatory work in Wisconsin will improve just 
in prO['lortion as the University, Beloit, and other colleges insist 
IOU .better preparation. B. M. REYNOLDS. 
HAZING IN COLLEGES. 
Prest. ROBT. ALLYN, So. Ill. Nonnal University. 
CAN it be extirpated , or is it, like human depravity, a thing which most of ~ the churches confess in their creeds is absolutely ineradicable? This 
,question has been brought to my mind vividly the present autumn by the an-
mual newspaper articles, in rather more than usual abundanc~and with a little 
·.more than their usual emphasis, demanding that college officers shall put the 
!practice down. 
There can hardly be too much time dev'oted to this subject and to kindred 
matters relating so directly to the happiness and moral progress of the youth of 
.our colleges, now in training to fit themselves for the leadership of affairs in 
lthe not distant future. 
Let me confess that I do not greatly fear for the young men alluded to . 
They are of good blood, and are of a nature not to be easily spoi led by a little 
Ifough treatment. Nor do I fear, so much as the newspapers do, greater dam-
:age than heretofore has happ~ned to the young men in college on whom 
!hazing is played. N or yet for those who practice the jokes. I simply allude 
,to these matters. Our current boy and young-man human-nature is in such a 
.condition already-whether totally depraved or inherently noble-that it is 
mot likely, in my opinion, to be made much worse by pretty large transactions 
i n the line of college jokes or scrapes either. So I do not write in any mortal 
fear of new and extra harm to be done by hazing. 
But I do write in the interest, of ingenuous and pure minded youth, of un-
:suspecting and trusting, loving and noble-spirited young men and women. and 
[ WIsh to say why, as It seem, to me, hazing has not stopped before this date, 
'October, in the year of grace one thousand eight hundred ·and seventy-seven. 
If my reasons are good they will suggest a remedy-not absolutely instanta. 
neous-but not distant and not uncertain. 
Let me make a true extract from a letter. 
" THE GREAT AMERICAN COLLEGE. 
Sept. 23, 1877 . . 
"I have now been in college two weeks-am really a freshman, and am hav-
ing a fine time. Never had such fun-cane fights, rushes, and all sorts of fun 
with the Sophs. I have been put to bed several times by the Sophs, and my 
chum also, but I rather enjoy it. * * * Yrs. &c.--" 
Now that young man is not an exceptional fellow. He prepared for college 
at a high school which has sent successive classes to college, and he has heard 
the stories written back to companions, first by the freshmen, such as he is. 
In these are allusions to "fun." Then sophomores write to describe the fun 
more. particular!y; and that whole school has a ' sort of aching to experience 
and enj<.y such fun. All the preparatory schools in the country, or nearly all, 
are in the same state of mind. The boys themselves have been trained, partly 
by tJ;teir companions who have gone to college before them, to think it poor 
fun If they are not hazed. Their teachers have often told them stories of col-
lege life in which hazing was made to seem manly, or at least necessary to the 
reputation of a manly class, and these boys who hear what their teacher him-
self did or what he heartily laughed at, are they going to be the "fellows" to 
disappoint their teacher and dislike the "fun" of hazing when it is practiced 
on them, or refuse to practice it on a future class, who, as they know, will 
" rather enjoy it "? These lads in the preparatory school know too well what 
is expected of them by their companions in school, and by their teachers also; 
and they are too spirited to be willing to disappoint 'such expectations. Here 
is the first reason why hazing does not stop when every nice newspaper and 
every enlightened editor in the land denounces it as a barbarous custom, an 
indignity which a free young man ought never to endure. But these young 
men do submit and enjoy it; and the next year in turn they will play it on 
those whom by personal experience, they know to like it also. Is it strange 
that the barbarism still lives ? Can you kill any family of evils which has 
such allies and such food on which to thrive? 
There is another, quite similar, yet more fruitful cause, and far more wide· 
spread than the above.. In every neighborhood of our land are college-bred 
men. Scarcely one of these lives-no matter how elevated his position, ' or 
how sanctimonious his calling, or how just and charitable his cha~acter-who 
has not at some time told precious stories of college life in which hazing; or 
somethi~g closely akin to it, figured in such style as to provoke laughter from 
an audience partly of ambitious and imitative boys. Such tales win great ad-
miration, and, often enlarged and embellished, perhaps almost unconsciously, 
they provoke resolutions to repeat them. Sometimes it is the preacher, in a 
moment of unbent dignity; not unfrequently the doctor, to soothe the father's 
rheumatism .or the mother's nervousness; and occasionally the father himself 
to an old associate who tells the marvel. But the wide open ears and minds 
of the boys drink it in and profit in such a way as afterwards makes tile 
mother sigh and the sagest editors utter their sagest advice to college men, on 
the ease with which college hazing can be eradicated. 
These lads who hear will go to colll!ge, and are they to b.e behind their 
fathers in shrewdness? How often is it said that hazing in West Point and 
Annapolis is a national disgrace and could be readily and effectually banished? 
So of the hundreds of colleges where it flourishes. The faculties have but 
to say-to appeal to the honor of the sophmores, enlist the freshmen, who of 
course on this theory hate the thing, call on public opinion to sustain them,~ 
and lo! the nuisance is abated, is at an end forever! Or if this is not thought 
best, increase the faculty police and of course the monster is · throttled. Now 
who will contradict aU this, specially when the newspaper. oracles affinn its 
practicability? Do not these impersonalities' know what the puhlic demand, 
and cannut they prescribe the exact remedy for every social evil? Of course, ' 
and of course, most certainly, and without shadow of doubt! Say the printed 
word, ano, Alleluia! the right reigns! Hazing dies and the freshman sleeps 
in peace! 
Not quite, gentlemen. Thl! boys love it>, their fathers loved it; their teach 
ers expect it; and you will destroy hazing just when you have m de all these 
and the whole community to hate and dishonor it. I know that this whole 
thing of playing practical jokes anywhere involves lying, cruelty, and sneak-
ing craft, so abhorrent to a just nature that it is difficult, if not impossible, to ' 
explain how it could have gained such a hold on human minds. The thing 
is so despicable that even the doctrine of total depravity "well lived up to" 
will not account for the popularity of the practice of tormenting and torturing 
youth by hazing; and subjecting children to deceit and fool's errands. Haz-
ing in colleges is not the worst thing practiced on the young. N~r is flogging 
at school the basest cruelty inflicted on scholars. 'They are bad. Say your 
worst and you fall short of their merits. I trust I shall never cease by pen 
and voice to denounce them. But they are natural growths from a soil as' 
wide-spread as is vegetable mold in a virgin country. You may as well ex-
pect a weed not to grow in such a soil when It is left fallow under the power 
of summer rains and sunshin'e, as hope to destroy haz,ng when famllies ' de. 
ceive their tender ones, and treat these deep ~uestions with ridicule and false-
hood. Fathers, mothers, newspspers abound in tales of wrong. The. whole 
society is, more or less,-a few humanly tender and divinely wise ones e~. 
cepted-in a plot to cheat and defraud the young of truth, and to rear .:hildren 
to "enjoy the fun" of evil and meanness. See how almost half the world 
labors to debauch the appetite of a boy, and lead .him to imagine sin to be 
manly! 
While this goes on, how are you to eradicate hazing? How are you to 
bring up your sons in hono~? Y ct this is possible. It has been done. There 
is an art which rears youth noble and true in the midst of all this vice, and 
diabolism. Good men and true women have done it, and it can be done 
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again. But how much better if the evil was banished! , The world needs 
every voice that can stimulate its virtue and abash its vice. Let the newspa-
per cry aloud and spare not. But do not think that a voice is to do the work 
of purification and salvation, while practice favors the wrong. The home is 
the place where hazing is to be cured, and then the disease cannot spread to 
the college. Common life is to be made pure, and then public life cannot be 
corrupt. Current conversation is to be reformed and vice is to be lIot only 
shunned but denounced. ' The cure' must be in the body of society, and every 
word or act that looks to this purgation is a hopeful sign. 
ENGLISH SPELLING. 
A. R . ROBINSON, Hinsdale, Ill. 
A PERSON accomplished in English orthography is fast becoming a rarity, and undoubtedly the public schools are in a great measure to blame 
for this. In the old system of education tht; proudest boast a child could make 
was, "I can spell the spelling-book thro~gh from end to end, and not miss 
a word," ,while to-day scarcely a fifteen-year-old can be found in any of our 
public schools that can make such a boast truly_ Not only are the public 
schools the cause of ,this but the parents ,and public generally share in the blame. 
The new education has filled the course of study in our public schools with 
an immense number of "ologies" to the exclusion of the "epies" and "graph-
ies_" The pupils are crammed with names whose significations are as myste-
rions to them as the "Rite of Memphis," or a doctor's prescription. They 
learn to interpret the flight of birds and their various notes as accurately as a 
RonI,aD augur, but they cannot, through any po&sible means, separate a word of 
their own tongue into its elementary sounds, or give one of the rules governing 
the spelling of words derived from monosyllablic stems. 
They are given to understand that they are held resp.)nsible for history in 
a history recitation, geography in a geography recitation, and spelling onlv in 
the recitation in spelling-and they learn accordingly. At hom~ their ad-
vancement is measured by the -amount of unintelligibility they can give evi-
dence of in the "ologies" which, from the very fact that they are my~terious to 
the parents, give a learned air to the gamin, who would go down to the foot 
every time over the orthography of "separate," and to whom "fuchsia" would' 
be an insurmountable difficulty, though its calyx and corolla, its stamens and 
pistils, in number and arrangement, and, the method of its fertilization are liable 
at any moment to roll from his tongue, and crush the luckless uneducated into 
the valley of h~miliation. The value of the teacher is also measured by this 
adventitious phenomenon, and the blinded parents, unable to see wherein the 
true growth lies, criticise and ,blame the teacher who attempts to lay the very 
foundation stones, of a true English education. 
So long as our language uses spelling that is Romanic-no, I do not mean 
Romanic, which is essentially the same as phonetic, I mean rather hieroglyph-
ic,-so long as each word is but little better than symbolized by one char-
acter as the Chinese, so long will this trouble exi,t. The Germans with their 
almost phonetic system make more advancement in two years, in the primary 
departments, than we do in four. This cannot all be attributed to their inimi-
table and unsurpassed methods of kindergarten work, but must to a great ex-
tent be credited to the phonetic element of their language. Such a drill as 
we require in the primary grades to prepare the pupil for reading the first 
books intelligently is wearying as well as stultifying to the teacher, and no 
wonder so many teachers who started off with bright minds, and good pros-
, peets, are dropped after a few years, as "behind the , times" or "in a rut." 
This never occurs in Germany, where "once a teacher always a teacher" is 
the ru)e_ But that the 'rock is hard and wears thl! chisel is no reason that we 
should spare the blows. The teacher devotes both Il\ind and time to the 
work, and to teach only what is liked and improves the teacher is to be false 
to the interests of both child and country. 
fluence is to change the organic structure of the organs of speech and develop 
new euphonic tastes. 
The agitation for spelling reform which occurs from time to time aims-at 
restoring the harmony between..these two warring elements, spelling and pro-
nunciation . 
Two great obstacles oppose themselves to this reform . I . There are not a 
sufficient numbe of letters in the alphabet to represent the variety of elemen-
tary sounds found in the language. 2 . Traditional ass~ciation cries out against 
removing the old landmarks. Thus ortllOgraphy has in it the _meaning of a 
known mode of spelling and not a mode that at all accords with pronunciation. 
To the last obstacle in the way of spelling reform there is one potent an-
swe'C: "Let the dead bury the dead." The old gods were all driven out by 
modern science, and poetry had to seek new fields which it has found as pro · 
ductive of poetic thought. Even in modern days and in the light of science, 
the poet Keats drank the toast, "Confusion to the Memory of Newton"; yet 
notwithstanding this, many of our poets have shown what a poet can do wilh-
out dryads, satyr:', nymphs, and mermaids gambol ing throu h his verse. 
In case of this reform the linguist could find new fields for his talents as 
pleasant and as profitable as the one in which he now labors. The ma:;s of 
the people do not care whether a word is derived from the Latin or Grel!k, but 
appreciate it so far as it expresses their wants in the best and briefest manner; 
and, since we are working for the mass, and not for the few, why not use the 
best means in our power for their education? 
But though we s~e the place where failure is upon us, we can do but little to 
correct the fault, so we must u,e the best means in our possession to overcome 
the dullness of our tools. 
How to teach speliing is a 'lue<tion that every teacher asks himself, if he 
does not ask his friends, for fal se modesty might lead him to suppose that "an'y 
fool can teach spelling," but such is not the case. To teach it so that it will 
remain in the mind and that the true results expected from the instruction m3Y 
be reached, requires skiil, ~tudy, and experience. It is not sufficient to be able 
to "put out" the words to pupils standing up in a row, giving correct pronun-
ciation, which is no small accomplishment and is generally ignored, but one 
must be able to distinguish between different shades of meaning, to guide the 
pupils in order that they may obtain correct ideas of the meaning of the words 
as well as pronunciation. A free use of dicti nnaries is very necessary for 
procuring the best results in any study, and on ,hi; no teacher can insist too 
strongly. The failure of pupils to prepare a lesson, and the saying that it is 
not understood, is mostly traceable to a nc!glect to use reference books, and a 
consequent inability to interpret the language of the text. 
The time allotted to spelling is usually short; and, if anything is omitted 
from the day's work it is this exercise. 
In assigning the lesson, look first to the state of the class in regard to their 
advancement, and secondly at the character of the exercise required. From 15 
to 25 words are sufficient for any class. Require a thorough preparation for 
spelling and definition orally. 
In this exercise all words pronounced incorrectly should be noted and recited 
again. For the next lesson the words so spelled should be given out for a 
written exercise subject to the same criticism and penalties as the oral recita- . 
tion, while an oral lesson is recited to be written the next day. The time con-
sumed need not be over twenty minutes. 
For advanced classes twenty words may be assigned by writing them upon 
the board. These are to be spelled, defined, and a sentence containing the word 
correctly used given as an example. Besides, it adds to the lesson as a com-
plete exercise if the words so assigned be par;ed and their relations in the sen-
tences given, as it serves to pomt out any mistake which might occur in the 
use of the words. 
'_ A celebrated writer has said, "Alphabet writing is essentially phonetic. It 
For the next day's work these words are combined in a written "compo-i-
tion" in the exact orde~ in which they were assigned. This whole exercise is 
su~ject to criticism on all points,-punctuation, capitals, spelling, ami rhetoric 
being taken into consideration. This may be combined with the phonic 'spell-
ing and writing of the words, m(>re especially with regard to obtaining correct 
pronunciation . 
- was the result of a sifting pro~ess conducted with little conscious design, by 
which all the other suggestions of picture writing were eliminated . ' The' his-
. torieal development of letters tells ns what their essence and function is, viz. : 
the expression of the sounds of words. Spelling is the counterpart of pronun-
ciation. But there is a law at work to sever the natural affinity_ When l!- lan-
guage becomes literary,,its spelling. has alredy begun to be fixed . Pronuncia-
tion is Cjver insensibly on the move while spel'ling grows more and more 
stationary. Orthography is always in the rear of pronunciation, and the dis-
tance is continually increasing_" As a langUage grows old it tends more and 
lllore to follow precedent, and thus spelling becomes fixed, while pro-
nunciation is changing to suit new climate and new habits of life, whose in-
Anyone method, however, adhered to for too long a time, tends to create 
inanition and loss of interest. Something that excites is what the average 
pupil of to-day demands, and even in spelling this may be taken advantage of, 
by applying the different prefixes and suffixes to word stems and noting the 
variations of spelling thereby produced. The influence of consonants on pre-
ceding and following letters, and what changes are produced merely for 
uphony will explain 'the ~pelling of m:my words. Rull's can be found for 
all those changes in any work on orthography. 
,r. 
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' In regard to spelling, it is the duty of the teacher to _"cry aloud and spare 
Inot" Either we must have the written language made phonic or more atten-
ltion must be given to spelling that we may avoid 'being called a race of blun-
,derers. Small things make up the sum of scholarly attainments. A gentle-
I man ' once told the following story in my hearing, which seems applicable, 
; uiough referring to spoken and not to written language. He was present at a 
I meeting of the" fellows" of Oxford University, when the question of elect-
i ing a professor to a vacant geological chair was being discussed. On his ask-
i ing why a certain prominent geologist of England was riot mentioned, one o~ 
l the fellows a~ked, "Have you not noticed that he sometimes drops the h?' 
_ And this in a land where we are led to suppose the h to be generally ignored! 
If such is the loss from so small and general a fault, how -much greater 
• must the lo~s be where words are rendered permanent in writing! 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
CHICAGO PRINCIPALS' ASSOCIATION.-REPORTED BY A. 'H. PORTER. 
AT the last meeting of the Pritlcipals' Association questions were submitted and decisions and opinions given by t~e president, with additional com-
ments by tt:achers present, as follows: 
I. Will Friday following Thanksgiving be a holiday? Will try to have it so. 
2. Single sessions on account of foul weather. Ten da)s a large number in 
anyone year, and five a fair number when it may be necessary. 
3. Shall principals place music and dra\ving upon transfer cards? Yes. 
4. Caution. Inquiries have been made in regard to pay-day. Dqe notice 
always given officially; take no notice of rumors. 
5. New and convl'nient blanks, improved form-consolidating facts, now 
ready. Hereafter use them. 
6 . The matter of attendance of teachers at teachers' meeting optional. At-
tendance should be encouraged. 
7 . A cou~se of lectures given to higher grades. Some work of this kind is 
being done, by clergymen, lawyers, doctors etc. These lectures will be of 
great service. 
:S. CriticIsm IIpon preparation of pupils in the last year of grammar school 
Ifor the high school work; they are found having too little self-reliance and 
independence in their own powers. Cultivate. 
'9. Metric System. A full set of weights and measures may be found in the 
,office. Teachers are invited to examine. Soon to be used. They will serve 
:to ~reatly abreviate our present work. A consummation devoutly to be wished. 
Learned it himself in a week or ten days. A gentleman says he can teach pu-
pils in one day. 
Remarks. Asst. Supt. Delano spoke of the need of uniformity in all grades 
:and divisions of same school, whether there be uniformity throughout the city 
,or not. Expressed his order in orthographical work. I. Pronounce the word. 
:2. Rapid spelling with nothi ng further. 
Blackman suggests that in making tranfers singing should ' be in same 
;grade throughout the year. Transfers interfere with progress of the music. 
:Stowell asks for further explanation which Blackman gives in detail. 
10. Howland took the chair,-Supt. Doty retiring. Committee on Testimo-
;nials ~alled upon for a report. Howland replied, speaking with unsteady voice, 
ibeing much affected, the professor being the chief actor in the purchase and 
lpresentation of the articles which were alluded to in the last WEEKLY, in 
.connection with Ex-Supt Pickard. 
1 I. Supt. Doty· resumed the chair and spoke briefly in regard to creating 
:a fund to be used for needy teachers during sickness; also reported the de-
.cease of Misses Ross, Cohan"', O'Connor, and ' Mrs. Flanders, among the 
.teaching force 0 1 the city, they hav.ing died since the last meeting. Stowell, 
:Bright, and Mrs. Hardick were appointed a committee to secure a fund for the 
'purpose above mentioned. Belfield reported treasury empty-that all of the 
money (a small amount) had been paid to a teacher in great need. One-
tenth of one per cent of salary of each teacher had been used to cre'\te this 
fund heretofore. 
12. President of meeting introduced Prof. Broomell, who read an excellent 
paper of considerable length upon the general subject of the Phon'etic System, 
although he divided the title into idographic, word, syllabic, and phonetic, 
then confined his remarks to the last named. Mr. B. was listened to with 
~arked attention and his happy way of putting his ideas into humorous pas-
ages elicited much applause. We will touch upon a few points. 
He said that the phonetic method is the true one-principle simple. Had 
we truly a phonetic system, all would be good spellers. Now we have to 
follow a course of tw'eive years, all the time spelling, and added .to this the 
spelling school; spelling at a mark or prize. 
What proportion of the most learned can , \"rite for one hour without refer' 
ence to a dictionary? Nobody can spell all words correctly. Gut 'of 1,0()() 
persons 70 can neither read nor spell; 70 can spell pretty well; 25 well; 'di-
most any word, 5; every word, not one. Prof. Westcott) of Racin~, wal; 
alluded to as a rival in . study upon this subject. Three of the 26 letters use-
less-c, q, x,-the last used in algebra,23 letters for 41 sounds. 'Many'ex-
amples given representing the multiplicity of substitutes-long a having seven~ 
teen. An alphabet for three hundred sounds. 
Why but one j> in copy and two in sloppS'; proper, hopper; if t-w-o spel s 
two, w11.y will net d-w-o 'do? o-p-a-q-u·e, opaque, t-a-q:u·e take. But e-n-o-u-
g-h, enough of s-t-o-u·g-h, stuff. The spelling of Sugartown was givel)., which 
brought down the house. The terminations able and ible who could always 
tell? and then upon reference to find it eble as in deleble, yet if the prefix in 
were used it would be indelible. A humorous letter was then read signed by 
David Swing. Lunatic asylums are being filled by those who try to stand 
up last at a spelling match . 
Thus far, many needless sounds have been dropped. What is learned in _ 
one word helps little in another. 
The foreigner meets on, one, done, eat, great, own, down, do, doe, ague, 
,andplague; Hough" was rung through the changes. 
Many mistakes were given as heard used l>y speakers recently,-errors 
made by some of the most learned. What is your name? John Smith; 
but when it is written it is Billy Jones. Just as consistent as that now in use. 
Sherwood's speller" gone over." 
Mottoes. " Be thou rough in all Things." The boy in writing it upon the 
black-board put in an extra u through mistake. Webster succeeded in chang-
ing the spelhng of over one thou'iand words. Phonogra:phy highly compli-
mented. Recommended that it be taught in the , High School. Forty-one 
sounds of our language made by one movement of the pen. A great help to 
the world. Pitman's invention expatiated upon. Phonography hailed 'as a 
valuable acquisition to the studies of the High School. Phonotypy briefly 
allnded to. In 1865 Joseph Medill pulished much in this direction. Modi-
fied f9rms of letters used,-could be easily read by any' reader. Discard 
silent letters. Valuable time wouid be saved. Foreigners would more easily 
learn our language. There would be a less number of illiterates if we 'had 
the phonic method in use. Less crime; reformatory and penal institutions 
would pe little needed, therefore less taxes,-a tender spot this would affect-
the pocket. Every word should be 'the same to the eye as to the ear. -We 
do not know the usage of the best 'speakers and writers. People say that 
chaos will be brvught upon ns by striving for a reform. We have chaos now. 
Some of the best things we have come out of chaos. Last objection raised,-
etymological. H Its history would be lost," they say. "Word" was given as 
an example. Johnson'S and Chambers' Encydopredias quoted in substantia-
tion of the speaker's views. It is unnecessary that the form or spelling of a 
word should show at once its derivation or history. Let that be left to the 
curious. An order should be given by some high authority which should be 
strictly followed in order to secure reformation. -A society should be formed 
havlUg men of influence aJIlong its members. Newspapers should support it. 
Medill could do much in this directIOn. We lifted up our city' and threw 
dirt under it; we travel under its rivers; we take up a river and change . the 
course of its waters and make its head its mouth; we go to work and tunnel 
our thoroughfares and lake bottum that we may have good water to drink. 
Why may we not revolutionize the present method of.orthography and secure 
in its stead the natural-the phonetic system? 
Mr. Merriman offered the following resolution: 
"Resolved, that the thanks of this Association be tendered to Prof. Broomell 
for his very able and convincing lecture on Phonetic Reform, and that he be 
reque.ted to furnish a copy for publication in our Educational Journal and 
daily and weekly papers." Unanimously carried. Moved and carried thl!t 
discussion of Mr. Broomell's paper be the order for next meeting. Association 
then adjourned. This being teachers', pay-day, about 700 teachers, mostly 
ladies, VIsited the office of the Board of Education for their well-earned 
salaries. 
"The pen is mightier than the sword" Qnly when used to raise up those 
whom the sword would strike down. And the educator will be more pow.er-
ful than the soldier only when he rises to the full measure of his ,responsibil-
ities and dutie.s.-Phelj)s' Teachers Ha,u/-Book. 
. ( 
.' 
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Notes. 
LITERARy.-A bright new monthly, resembling The Youth's Companion in appearance, comes from Rockland, Me, called the Young People's Com-
rade_ Subscription price, sixty cents a year. It is largely devoted to tem-
perance.--J. H. Sampson, of Columbus, Ohio, has published a Class Book 
of Federal Government, in easy lessons by questions and answers, especiaJly 
adapted to the intermediate classes of public schools.--Prof. E. O. Vaile's 
address on Spelling Reform, which was published in THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY, has been republished in a neat pamphlet by Burns & Co., Nt!w 
York.--Prof. S. Edward Warren's Descriptive Geometry, Shado-ws, qnd 
Persputive was issued in response to a large demand for a short course on 
those subjects. It contains 93 problems in Descriptive Geometry; 15 problems 
in Shadows, and 15 problems in perspective; also examples of trihedrals, 
transversals, spherical, axonometric, and oblique projections. It is published 
in an entirely new volume, large print, at $3.50, by John Wiley & Sons, Sci · 
entific publishers, 15 Astor Place, New York City. It contains 282. pages 
and 24 fine plates.--A New Edition of Mrs. Clara Bates' "Classics of Baby-
land," with ' additions, will soon be ready. Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co. 
met with large sales of this book .last year .. --Davis, Bardeen & Co., of 
Syracuse, N. Y., have published Prof. T. B. StowelL's Syllabus of Lectures 
in Anatomy and Physiology for students of the State Normal and Training 
School at .Cortland, N. Y. Like all such outlines of lecture courses on sci-
entific subjt'cts, it is suggestive as a guide to students and teachers, as it gives 
a directness and a definition to the study. It is not a text-book, but an aid to 
the use of any complete work on the subject of which it treats . It contains 82 
pages, every alternate one being blank.--A large folio paper caJled The 
Coming Struggle bas made its appearance in New York City, devoted to a 
discussion of social and political economy as based upon productive industry. 
It is well edited, and every column is filled with good reading, to the entire: 
exclusion of advertjsements.--Mr. O. C. Blackmer has introduced nine 
of the new letters recommened by the American Philological Association 
and the Spelling Reform Association into his regular edition of Little Folks. 
The letters are used on Prof. March's plan. Mr. Blackmer says that he hears 
no complaints from his subscribers, and he believes that the exp~riment is a 
success, and that these new letters can be used in any pubhcation without 
detriment to anyone. Copies of the Little Folks can be had on application 
to Adams, Blackmer, and Lyon Pub:Co., Chicago.--The Adventures of 
Mi!tiades Peterkin Paul, which have been read with so much delight by the 
readers of Wuie Awake, and copied so largely by the press of the country, 
have been brought out by Dr. Lothrop & Co , in an illustrated volume which 
will greatly please the chi . <iren. These little Storie~ in Hygiene are excd-
lent for school exhibitions-every one of them-but particularly the twelfth 
aqventure, in which "Miltiades sets a Trap for Santa Claus." 
GENERAL. -A "Live Educational Journal" in the east-anounces the nomi· 
natiIJn of a candidate for the State Superintendency in Iowa two weeks after 
the election had been held, and another man elected.--Four recent gradu-
ates of Princeton High School are in the Boston School of Oratory, where 
Miss Mary S. Thompson, a Graduate and former teach~r, is an instructor. 
One is in Amberst College, and one in Ann AT-bor. The High School did 
not compete for a prize in the recent county exhibit . It was excluded from 
competition by request.--The famine in India continues unabated.--The 
Russians in Turkey are making gradual advances.--Interest in the Darien 
canal project has been revived by the report of Lieut. Wyse to 'the Paris Geo-
graphical Society. Lieut. Wyse reports a practicable line for a ship canal from 
the Pacific to the Atlantic by way of Columbia, and expresses the belief that 
an inter-oceanic canal will soon be an accomplished fact.--Negotiations are 
pending for a new treaty with Mexico,-indeed, Minister Foster has been in-
stucted to conclude and sign such a treaty. In this the Diaz government will 
virtually receive recognition from the United States, and a mutual good feeling 
will probably be the result.--. General Grant continues to be richly feted in 
Paris.--Asst. Sec'y Seward's estimate of the necessary expenses for the 
representation of the United States government at the Paris exposition will not 
exceed $140,000, and it is probable that an appropriation for that amount will 
be made by Congress.--An earth.quake shock was distinctly felt on the 
morning of the fifth inst., m northern New York, Mass., Vt., N. H, and lower 
Canada.--The aggregate amount Of 'business done . throughout the country 
in October was less than in the corresponding month of la.st year, though the 
great Presidential election was then supposed to hold business in check.--
Rev. Wm. H. Wyckoff, the Sec'y of the American Bible Union,.died last week. 
--Senator O. P. Morton's death and funeral obsequies during the past 
week caused a deeper impression upon the public mind than the death of any 
American citizen since Abraham Lincoln. He 'was buried at Indianapolis 
Nov. 5.--At the session of the Evangelical Alliance, Detroit, it w.as an-
nounced that the next World's Alliance will be held in Switzerland; also that 
the committee engaged on the revision of the English Bible would occupy from 
three to fi~e years yet before completing their work. 
REVIEWS. 
MAHAN'S INDUSTRIAL DRAWING, by D. H. Mahan, LL. D., late Prof. of Civil Engineering in the U. S. Military Academy. (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, Scientific Publishers, 15 Astor Place. Chicago : Jansen, 
McClurg & Co. 8 vo, cloth, $3.50 )-This work has lately been revised and en-
larged by Dwinel F. Thompson, B. S., Professor of Descriptive Geometry, Stere-
ometry, and Drawing in the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y. It 
now comprises the Description and Uses of Drawing Instruments, The Con-
stucti(lIl of Plane Figures, Tinting, The Pr<!iectioll'i and Sections 01 Geometri-
cal Solids, Shadows, Shading, Isometrical Drawing, Oblique Projection, Per-
spective, Architectural Elements, Mechanical and Topographical Drawing. 
It is designed and well adapted for use in High Schools, Academie.<, and 
Scientific Schools. There are twenty-seven large plates of drawings in a sep-
arate volume, besides a colored plate in the main volume. The chapters on 
Drawing InstrUments and Materials, and the Use and Care of Instruments, so 
necessary to those who are without experience in drawing, are full and clear, 
and yet· concise. The Problems for Geometrical construction are practical 
and full enough' for ordinary instruction. Methods of Tinting and Shadmg, 
and the Conventional Methods of Representing Wood, Masonry, Metals, Earth, 
and Water are clearly explained. The Orthographic Projection of Geometri -
cal Solids, the Intersections of Cylinders, Cones, and Spheres, and the Devel-
opment of Surfaces, each receives due attention. The Projection of Shadows, 
Isometrical Drawing, a most practicable method for Mechanics, Linear Perspec-
tive, Mechanical Drawing, Topographical Drawing, and the Conventional 
Methods of representing the Natural and Artificial Features of a Locality, give 
evidence of being treated by a practical teacher. We do not know 01 any 
other book which contains so much reliable information, in so compact a form, 
on the various departments of Industrial Drawi llg a< the one under considera-
tion. Teacher. of drawing, and others who would not be left behind in this 
forward movement all over the country, in favor of technical education, would 
do well to procure the book. 
--------~-----------
Houstoll's Physical Geography, publisheti by Eldredge & Brother, Phila-
delphia, merits the favor which has been shown it by teachers. It wins respect 
at first sight by the elegance of its appearance, and upon clo. er examination it 
is found not to be wanting in the many' requirements demanded in text-books 
of t.he better class. The endeavor of the author" to supply a concise yet com-
prehensive text-book suited to the wants of a majority of our schools," carried 
out with conscientious care, has met with its reward in the favor which greeted 
this book upon its appearance, and which has increased upon better acquaint-
ance with the work. 
Its general accuracy, the excellence of its topical arrangement, and the evi-
dent fact that it is abreast with the advancement of science, commend it to .the 
teacher, while the pupil cannot but be delighted with the beauty of its illustra-
tions. It is a scholarly work, and its reasonable price makes it available. 
Epochs of Modern History>, The Age of A1me. By Edward E . Morris, M_ 
A., of Lincoln College, Oxford; Head-Master of the Melbourne Grammar-
'School, Australia. With maps and plans. ( Ne\~ York : Scribner, Arm-
strong & Co. Chicago: Hadley Bros. & Co. 16 mo. pp. 25'- Price $1.) 
-The author of this book, who was also the originator of the series, disclaims 
all thought of original research and the reader will find no new facts stated 
and no new theories advanced. It is offered as an effort to assist the spread 
of the study of history in schools. Short as is the period of the reign of Queen 
Anne (fourteen year.), it is a period of peculiar interest to the student of En-
glish history, and it is also a period which the general reader, through ignor-
ance, perhaps, of what author to choose, is incline:d to neglect. Every student 
reads Macaulay's history, which ends with the beginning . of Queen Anne's 
reign, and then chooses, perhaps, Lurd. Mahan's as the best of the larger his-
tories covering a later peTlod than Macaulay's, which begins with the end of 
Queen Anne's reign. This little book may be therefore very acceptable to 
those pursuing a more ext.:nded course of reading in English history than the 
bounds of school-room study allow. 
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As 'a school history it may be cordially recommended. It is written upon 
the theory which underlies the whole series of which this is the tenth volume, 
that history should be studied in short perio<4 and be thus treated with full-
ness, without which the author .believes the study to be comparatively unprofit-
able. 
Much ·of the earlier' portion of the book is taken up with the general con-
dition of European nations in the time treated of, which IS nece.sary to an un-
derstanding of contemporary English history. The closing chapters are de-
voted to a review of the social life of the English and the condition of litera-
ture and art during the period embraced in the volume. 
The Complde Life of General George A. Custer, including his brilliant 
services during the late war, and his wonderful exploits as an Indian fighter, is 
an octavo volume of about 700 p'ges by Capt. Whittaker, published by 
Messrs. Sheldon & Co., New York; A. G. Nettleton & Co., General Agents, 
69 Dearborn Street, Chicago, and 180 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
No person who takes up this royal volume will be willing to lay it aside 
until he has read every page of its thrilling narrative of one whose life was a 
perpetual romance, and whose name is now a household word in every A,mer-
ican home. Born in comparative obscurity, struggling in early life against 
obstacles that too often discourage weaker souls, young Custer, at the age of 
16 years, steps from the post of duty as the teacher of a humble district school 
in Ohio, into the positIOn of a cadet at the United States Military Academy at 
West Point, which institution he entered in June, 1857, graduating in June, 
1861. Leaving West P.lint on the 18th of July, he was ordered to report to 
Lieut. General Scott at Washington. He reached Washington on the 20th, 
and was dispatched to the headquarters of General McDowell at 13ull Run, 
participating in the bloody conflict on that field. ' Having been asSigned to 
the S~c()nd U. S. Cavalry with the rank of Second Lieutenant, he remained 
with his Company in the defenses of Washington until the army under McClel-
lan moved out to attack the enemy. From the commencement of active op-
erations in ) 862 to the close of the war, his career was brilliant and his pro-
motion rapid beyond precedent. Soon after the battle of Gettysburg, Custer 
was raised to the rank of Brigadier-General and was assigned to the command 
of a brigade of Michigan cavalry under Kilpatrick as Division Commander 
and Pleasanton as chief. He continued to serve under Pleasanton until the 
latter was 'succeeded by General Sheridan, soon after which time he was 
assigned to the command of a division of cavalry. He took a very prominent 
part in all of Sheridan's battles and was promoted to the rank of Brevet-
Major.General for his gallantry and skill at Cedar Creek (Sheridan's Ride J, 
and to a full Major-Generalship for services in the first battles around Rich-
mond. Sheridan presented to Mrs. Custer the table on which were written 
the terms of Lee's surrender, acknowledging that few individuals had more 
to do in bringing about that desirable result than her" own gallant husband." 
As an Indian fighter, General Custer has had no superior, and probably few, 
if any equals. The battle with Black-kettle's band, known as the battle of the 
Washita, is asserted to have been the greatest Indian fight that has ever taken 
place on this continent. His tragic death on the Little Big Horn while con-
tending with overwhelming numbers last year, touched a cord in the hearts 
of our people which will never cease to vibrate until heroism ce~ses to be 
honored and reverec;1, or a pure and noble life to be beloved. Personal inter-
course with this brave soldie. on the Yellowstone Expedition of 1873 enable; 
us to testity to his putity and elevation of soul as a man, his energy, skill, 
and bravery as an officer, and to his courtesy and generosity as a companion 
in times that try men's souls. We commend this book for selection in school 
libraries, and for families who would hold up for their children such models 
of chivalrous manhood, spot)ess integrity of character, and heroic bravery as 
is the life of George A. Custer. His history is henceforth a part of the history 
of the country, and few names will shine more resplendently as the tide of 
time hears that history into the distant future, and generations unborn read 
the story of his brilliant deeds. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
ANNUAL Circular of the Howell Union Schoolfor the school year 1877-8. Elihu B. Fairfield, B. S., Superintendent. . 
Course of Study with Rules and Regulations of Plymouth Public Schools, 
Plymouth, Wis, 1877. Warren J. Brier, Principal. This is a neat little 
pamphlet. 
Proceed,ings of the Fifth Annual Normal Institute held at Sterling, Ill., 
commencmg July 9, 1877. O. M. Crary, County Superintendent, Conductor. 
Sixth An.no~nument and Fifth Annual Catalogue of Kemper Hall. A 
Church Institution for girls and young Ladies, at Kenosha, Wis., 1875-76. 
Rev. George M. Everhart, D. D., Rector. 
\ 
Correspondence. 
A COUNTY TEACHERS' LIBRARY. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
TH ROUGH the columns of your much esteemed paper, I learn that you have not been informed of the "details" of the organization and prog-
ress that have attended the efforts put forth for the Richland County Teachers' 
Library Association. Flattering myself that this informa1ion might be ,,"c-
ceptable to the many readers of your paper, I respectfully submit it. 
At the fall· institute held by Profs. Terry and Bundy in 1876, the plan 
concocted by Supt. Parsons was brought before the teachers, and receiving 
almo, t their unanhnous favor, fifteen ofthem became members by contributing 
one dollar to be used in the purchase of books. . 
A clause in our constitution provides that the books purchased shall be di-
vided into five lots; each of which shall be placed in different parts of the 
county subject to the change of the Superintendent once a year. 
Connected with this society, a Teachers' Association was formed which 
held meetings once a month during the school year, for the discussion of 
methods of teaching, and general Improvement. We have now a member-
ship of ninety, and one hundred and twenty volumes in our Library, which is 
all located at Richland Center, as yet, but about to be distributed to its appro-
priate parts of the county. 
The spirit of improvement is already felt, and we look forward with great 
confidence to a future of prosperity and strength . . We think that our humble 
county can claim to be the "alpha" and "pater" of this sort of educational im-
provement within the limits of Wisconsin. If this claim be incorrect, we stand 
ready for correction. 
Many thanks are due to Profs. Salisbury and Johnson and for their labors 
in our behalf while in our midst conducting institutes. 
I am most respectfully yours, 
W. S. SWEET. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
QUERIES. 
rQueries and answers are invited from all readers. This departn~ent is in the hands br 
subscribers.] 
7 I. At each angle of an equilateral triangle, sides 200 feet, is a tower 30; 40, 
and 50 feet in height, respectively. What length of ladder would be required 
to reach the top of each tower without moving the foot? 
. 72. A tree 200 feet high stands·on the bank of a stream 100 feet wide, where 
must this tree break so that,' the broken parts remaining in contact, the top may 
reach the oppo~ite bank ? OMEGA. 
73. What is the difference between infinitives al'd participles? 
J. B. ROCKHILL. 
74. Which is the correct way to write the day of the month, with or with-
out the letters th after the number telling the day? They are nearly always 
omitted in printing but generally u, ed in wrtting. Why is this so? 
JOHN F. LEWIS. 
75. Is the SchoolPestival still published, and where? 
76. What is the- name of the last territory organized by the U. S. Gov-
ernment? 
77. Why does the sun set north of west in the summer in northern latitudes ? 
ANSWERS. 
[The answers are numbered to correspond with the queries which have preceded.] 
36. If, as "A" claims, "Omega" made a mistake in the width of the Frigid 
zone, I am guilty of the same error. In stating the width of zones (belts girt-
ing the earth) it is usual, I think, to give the number of degrees of latitude 
which they contain. I do not think each degree should be counted twice. It 
is true that the Frjgid zones would measure 500 of a meridian circle; the 
Temperate zones would measure 1000 of a meridian circle. Why not object to 
the entire answer? J. M. MAXWELl .. 
53. The hour. and minute hands are together I I times in twelve hours and 
wopld therefore be together for the first time in H .hours or in 65/r minutes; 
but if they were together at 6 o'clock they would point .in opposite di ections 
in t of H hours, or in 321\ minutes which would be 2/r: minutes' past 7 
o'clock. A. 
52. 30 1. 
53· 32 min., 43tr sec after 6. JAMES P. EASTERLY. 
-----------------48. D. H. D's solution of 48 IS mcorrect. Taking his answer, 120 pe~ 
cent, as the rate of gain, the selling price would he 100+120=220 per cent; 
if the article be sold for 20 per cent less jt would be sold for 100-20=80 per. 
cent; if an article costing 80 per cent be sold for 220 per cent, it would be 
sold for 2.20+.80=275 per cent of cost, making the increased rate of gain 55 
per cent, and not 30 per cent as it should be by the conditions of the question. 
D. H. D . will find a correct solution in No. 38 of the WEEKLY. 
49. The same correspondent is also in error in his solution of question 49. 
Simplifying the compound fraction .20x.621Xi=-U\; the>question then reads 
thus, "A man owes $3,375 ,which is A of his fortune more than .. of his for-
tune." I refer D. S . D. to No. 38 of the WEEKLY. . . OMEGA. 
LAKE SUPERIOR, MICH., Oct. 22, 1877. 
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Kansas. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 
NOT the least of the things of which Kansas has a right to be proud is its magnificent educational system. At the start a wise and vigorous policy 
was adopted for the education of its youth; and ever since, whether in war or 
peace, poverty or plenty, the state has steadily developed and carefully fostered 
its various educational agencies. In addition to its munificent endowment of 
the public schools, it has prOVIded higher institutions for three distinct kinds 
of instruction, namely, normal schools for the special training of public school 
teachers; a university for the education of those proposing to enter the pro-
fessions of law, medicine, or theology; and an agricultural college for the 
practical education of those who will engage in any of the "industrial pro-
fessions or pursuits," as distinguished from the "learned professions." The 
Telative demand for the three forms of education is indicated by the proportion 
in which the citizens of Kansas follow these vocations, as shown by the last 
United States census. Of every one hundred persons engaged in a vocation 
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PREST. BASCOM of the State University hasin press a work on "Compar-ative Psychology; .or the Growth and Grades of Intelligence."--The 
Law Class of the State University are setting pins for ~ separate commence-
ment day next June.--In Wood county there were five candidates for the 
office of COUllty Superintendent. Among them a woman, Mrs. Mary E. Platt. 
--The LaCrosse Sun says that there tS a rumor tq.\lt owing to the appoint-
ment of E . W. Keyes as.a Regent of the State University, Gov. Washburn.has 
decided to withdraw his gift of a $200,000 telescope to the University.--
Miss Agnes Hosford, Supt. of Eau Claire county, received are-nomination 
from all parties-a deserved acknowledgment.--From the Janesville Gazttte, 
we learn that Dr. J. B. Whiting of that city has been appointed by State Supt. 
Searing, as Chairman of the visiting committee to the River Falls State Nor-
mal School. The appointment is ~ good one. -Dr. W . has for many years 
been a leading member of the Janesville Board of Education, and he ;s well 
qualified to judge concerning the merits of a school.--CI Prof. Lovewell has 
been engaged as one of the instructors in Milwaukee College. Whitewater 
people are able to certify that Milwaukee College has been most fortunate in 
making this arrangement."-Whittwater Register.--The teachers' institute 
which has heen in session at Al~any, Green county, for eight weeks, closed on 
the qth of October with very satisfactory results. The 'teachers paid a tuition 
fee of $3.50 in the normal department and $2.00 in the academic. Messrs. 
Morgan, Purman, and Twining were employed as teachers. Mr. Morgan was 
present nearly all of the time; the others only a part. Of Supt. Richmond the 
Monroe Sentinel savs _: .. Mr. Richmond has done two ruen's work this year. 
Besides attending promptly and efficiently t~ his reiular duties, he ~as given 
an extra amount of time to institute and association work, and the benefit ar-
ising from his system of educating teachers has already been felt in the im-
provement of our county schools. H e has assisted a great many schools during 
the past two years, spending his time where he was most needed to bring up 
the average. He will f et around to all of the schools in the course of his term, 
and all those not yet visited will be. Mr. Richmond has put in every day, and 
many a long_ evening to the work; in fact his ambition and zeal have spurred 
him to overwork."--The following items are from the educational column 
of Kenosha Telegraph, under the able management of Hosea Barns : " Owing 
to stormy weather and very bad roads the meeting of district officers appointed 
for la.t Saturday was a failure. Another meeting will probably be called some 
time during the winter. Mr. P. R. Barnes, a well-known Kenosha Co. teacher, 
is now principal of the High, School at Mauston in this state. The former 
principal, Mr. W. G. Spence, also from Kenosha Co., is engaged in the more 
lucrative business of compounding and selling drugs. V. V. Hames is study-
ing law in the office of Senator Cameron at LaCrosse. Mr. Hudson Bacon, 
now 80 years of age, one of the prime movers 10 the establishment of the first 
free school in Wisconsin, and the man who engaged the Hon. J. G. McMynn ' 
to teach his first term within the limits of the state, is now a resident of I he 
city of Green Bay." 
Illinois. -
NOTES. 
IT IS quite a common thing for district school teachers to remark substan-tially as follows: 
" Those methods will work very nicely in the graded schools of a town or 
CIty, but you can't do anything with them in the country schools" No mortal 
ever eased a troubled conscience with a falser state_ment. The very best and 
freshest methods in use in the graded schools can be employed, with s -n,e 
-modification, doubtless, in the country schools. What IS to hinder the intro-
duction of the word-method in teaching reading, unless it be the ignorance uf 
the teacher? Yet fully one-half of the time can be saved to the pupils by t.his 
method. Many who read these lines may wonder if the old a, b, c, method 
still lives. If you have any doubts on the subject, ask your county superin-
tendent. . 
What is said of reading is equally true of number, geography, language, and 
all the rest. Teachers do not seize the best methods and adapt them to the 
circumstances by which they find themselves surrounded, becll;use they do nut 
care to take the trouble to inform themselves respectmg detatls. They have 
ways of doing tbings that answer, after a fashion, and so they content tbem· 
selves to teach as they were taught. What is the remedy? The answt:r is 
easy-intelligmt supervision. " 
This writing !Day not reach the eyes of our readers until a.fter the ~lectlon 
of superintendents. Should it I?e at hand. before. Novemher Six th, let It serve 
to remind you that as the superlOtendent IS, so Will the average of the schools 
be. If you have an efficient man, keep him ... ~hat mll;tter whethe: he be re 
publican or democrat, "greenbacker," prohlhltIon, antI:secret s~clety, labor-
reformer, president'S policy, bi-metallic currency, anll-resumptlOn, or whaL 
not? I s he a good school man? Then elect him. 
PERSONAL. 
Charles P. Bates is principal of the Buckley schools. --G. R. Shawhan, 
of Champaign county, declined the aemocratic nomination for county superin-
tendent.--Mr. Randolph Zeph and Miss Alpha Watts, well known students 
at the IllinOIS Normal, were married Oct. 4.--W. W. Lockwood is princi-
pal of the Odell schools.--Joseph F . Lyon is principal of the Greenup 
schools.--M. L. Seymour, who succeeds Dr. Sewall at the State Normal 
School, was born in the state of New York, in 1835. He received his early 
training iiI the academies of that state, and was for a time a student at the 
Illinois Normal. - He is a teacher of lorig experience, having been in the 
graded school work for the last ten years, during the last six of which he 
has had charge of the schools at Blue Island. He holds a state certificate for 
Illinois and also for New York, also a pnncipal's ce.rtificate for ChIcago. 
He was the last President of The Society of School Principals and is nuw 
President of the Conk County Principals' Association. Fur some tiDle he 
has becn paying especial attention to chemistry, of which science he is an en-
thusiastic lover. Mr. Seymour will begin his duties at the opening of the 
winter tt,rm.--F. Cooper is principal of the Watson schools.--Frallk 
Wantland is principal of the Altamont schools. 
NEWS. 
Freeport has a new-twelve thousand dollar school hou;;e.--The superin-
tendent of Stephenson county is allowed one hundred and fifty days fur visita-
tion and sixty for" other work."--The Tiskilwa School Board vbils Ihe 
school every Monday. 
Educational News. 
ARKANSAS.-MiSS Ida J. Brooks was elected president of the State Teachers' Association for the ensuing year. The next meeting will be 
held December 27, 28, 1878.--By a mistake of ours, the quotation 1D the 
Arkansas department last week was credited to Supt. Hill; it should have 
been credited to the Spirit of Arkt)nsas. 
CALlFORNIA.-The State Teachers' Association convened a week ago at 
San Francisco. Addres~es were announced by Dr. E. S. Carr, Supt. Public 
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In~truction; M.rs. Jeannie C. Carr, Deputy Supt.; Prof. John Le Conte, Presi-
dent of the State University; and Prof. Chas. H. Allen, Principal of the State 
Normal School.--The leading Italian citizens of San Francisco, premising · 
that there are 6,000 Italian-speaking tax-payers in that city and county, and 
that many of the youths among them are anxious to learn English idioms, ask 
for a class in an evening school to be instructed by a t~.acher speaking Italian. 
DAKoTA.-One of the most beautiful and attractive high school session-
rooms in the United States is that at Yankton, under the charge of Prof. Wm. 
M. Bristoll and his wife. The taste and art displayed in its ornamentation, as 
well as the general air of the school, combine to impress the visitor with a 
conviction that he is in a school parlor, where all is pleasant and healthful, 
especially for the mind. 
ILLINOIs.-The Board of Education at Jacksonville have increased the sal-
ary of Supl- Harris. . Mr. Harris is a brother of Supt. Harris of the St. Louis 
publi~schools.--There are. twelve teachers in the public schools at Amboy, 
eight of whom are subscribers for the PRACTICAL TEACHER and two for the 
WEEKLY. L. T . Regan is principal.--O. M. Crary remained in the field 
for County Superintendent of Whiteside county. He well deserved to stay 
there, as he believes in having "elbow room" enough to do a good deal of work. 
He is one of the county superintendents who ollght,to be given a life-lease of 
the office they hold.--E. A. Bancroft, of Knox College, carried off the first 
prize at the fifth annual oratorical contest of Illinois, held at Monmouth, the 
18th ult. George E . Ackerman, of Northwestern University, won the second 
pnze. The sixth annual contest will be held at Lebanon, McKendree College, 
on the second Thursday in October, 1878. 
INDlANA.-David Logan is principal of the school at Ashley; he has 270 
pupils; J. M. Hudson is first assistant.--Supt. A. C. Goodwin, of Clark 
county, has prepared . and published a Manual of the public schools in his 
county. It is a valuable aid to the systematizing, elevating, and ultiIpategrad-
ing of the public sch"vls of that county. 
IowA.-=-The state oratorical contest will be held this year at Mt. P{easant. 
--Miss Lucy Salmon, principal of the High School at McGregor, is a grad-
uate of the University of Michigan, clas; ical course, class of 1876. 5upt. 
Mapel IS also a graduate of that institution.--At last a practical and sensi-
ble idea ha~ received indorsem~nt of the Iowa State .Agricultural College, for 
the ~en~fit ~f young w~.nen. It is a kitchen, where the girls are daily taught 
the mtncacles of cookmg, under the supervision of Mrs. Welch, wife of. the 
president. The girls are divided into classe" and each day the forenoon is 
spent in the kitchen, and the cooking for the college is done by the students. 
The surplus of cake and fancy pastry is sold to the masculine students. Tbe 
girls appear to be delighted with this new departure.--The University of 
Des Momes is reported to be in a prosperous condition. Rev. Dr. Nash is 
president.--Eldora employs six teachers. Supt. J . S. McIntyre prepared a 
cuur; e of study in substance the same as that recommended by the State Asso-
• ciation of Superintendents and Principals, wbich was adopted by the board. 
The pupils are being graded accordingly. A new scbool house is needed, 
and the matter of building is considerably talked about. Mr. McIntyre is 
working earnestly, and will accomplish good results. 
LOUlSIANA.-The Louisianian, of New Orleans, contains an educational 
department, in whicb we find the following quotation from the Virginia Star: 
"The colored schools of our city are filled to overflowing, and hundreds 
of children have been turned away for want of accommodation. While some 
uf our northern cities are discussing measures to compel children to embrace 
the opportunities they have so liberally afforded them, our children in Rich-
mond are starving for the want of facilities to enable them to obtain the 
rudiments of an education."--Paul Trevigne, a colored man, has brought 
suit against the New Orleans School Board, to test the legality of its action in 
establishing separate schools for the white and black races. The colored 
people of the city have determined to provide sufficient funds to carry on the 
suit vigor-ously. 
MINNESOTA.-The following are comments on the text-book bill by two lead-
ing papers of the state: "It takes a teacher to judge of a text-book as much 
as it does a farmer to judge of a .plow. Unless th\!se editors have for years 
labored in the teacher's harness, and have a practical knowledge of the pro-
fession and its necessities, they can no more judge of a text-book than a baker 
can 'Of a saw log, and are not the men to recommend text-books to the people. 
Our State Superintendent and our educators, without exception, so far as we 
know, are opposed to the law for very good reasons, and those who have 
made an el\amination of the books pronounce some of them highly objection-
able, and con,ider it a calamity if they are forced into our schools. Some 
papers go so far as to abuse those who oppose the law. This appears to us 
wrong and iIltimed. Every person has a right to his opinion, and to express 
It. And we beiieve the teachers are perfectly candid and open in this matter. 
Certainly their average reputation for uprightness will compare well with that 
of the average political newspaper editor.' ~-Litch.ftdd Indepmdmt. 
"Action has been taken in several counties adverse to the text-book law. 
The commissioners of Chippewa county say : ' In view of the expense which 
would be imposed upon this county by changing books at this time, we rec-
commend districts to continue through the winter the text-books now in use.' 
Yellow Medicine county recommenas the same course. In Blue ·Earth, Lyon, 
Olmstead, Mower, Winona, Hennepin, Houston, Wabasba, Fillmore, Free-
born, and Stearns counties the commissioners have either positively declinerl 
to act under the law, or taken a positioll of masterly inactivity, which will 
prevent county superintendents from ordering books. Their course will be 
not to make requisitions, unless boards of county commissioners express a pur-
pose.to pay the state for all books orde.red as required by section 7 of the law." 
-Pwneer Press. _ 
We select the following from the Minneapolis Tribune: The University 
of Minnesota closed its tenth yen of actual existen: e with Saturdav, the 6th 
day of October, 1877. With a-nominal existence dating from the passage of 
an act by the territorial legislature in. IRSI, no work was ever attempted until 
the 7th day of October, 1867. On that day a preparatory department was opened 
under the principalship of Rev. W. W. Washburn. In 1869 the first Freshman 
class was organized. Fom years later, in 1873, the first c'ass was graduated. 
The number of degress conferred up to this time is 41. Nearly 1,500 youth 
have at some time been in attendance. 
During the earlier years of the institution very few students came with the 
expectation or intention of . taking a full college course. It is now well un-
derstood that the business of the University is to furnish a complete under-
gradlnle education. All other work i < incidental. Accordingly, the courses 
of study and the time tables of instruction are arranged as they necessarily 
must be for the students expec' ing to be graduated. Whenever there appears 
to be sufficient reason; the faculties admit as special students those who merely 
desire to pursue certaip selected studies. Some forty-five such students are 
now in attendance. 
In Common with all the state universities of the Northwest, with one excep-
tion-that of Michigan-the University of Minnesota has been obliged from 
the first to carry on preparatory classes. Tbree years are commonly devoted . 
to preparation for college. The University formerly carried on the whole 
preparatory work, but two years ago that of the first year was dropped off. 
In anticipation of the discontinuance of the second preparatory year and as 
a step towards it the regents of the University in May, 1876, passed a reso-
lution forbidding the admission of applicants who can obtain their preparation 
fL. r college in their own public schools. Accordingly, no high"school pupils 
who can be fitted for college at home need apply. 
The equipment of the Minnesota University is, considering the shortness of 
time, every way creditable. The main building is beautifully situated, commo-
dious, and very convement. The museum contains many interesting objects. 
The chemical laboratory can hardly be surpassed by any of its size in the 
whole country. The drawing rooms are ample and well furnished. The en-
gineering and physical apparatus have been so ~elected as to serve all practical 
purposes. The agricultural department, with its farm, garden, and plant-
.bouse, offers opportunities for instruction and information which oUbht to be 
sought by our farming people more than they are. 
The attendance upon the present year is much larger than ever before, 
reaching above 320. This increase is due in some measure to the goud times 
resulting from the late bounteous harvest, in some to the excellent r~putation 
which the students and faculty bave given the institution' throughout the state. 
The location of the State UniversIty has proved fortunate both for the in-
stitutIOn itself and for the University city. Generously fostered and supported 
by our citizens, no enterprise, whether of manufacture or of trade, which shall 
ever be planted at the Falls of St. Anthony will bring to Minneapolis so much 
real wealth, so much culture, and so much reputation as the University of 
Minnesota. 
MICH IGAN.-G. M. Clayberg, superintendent of the Pontiac schools, has 
made arrangements with the school board which permit him to give up his 
affernoons to the new military academy at Orchard Lake, where he teaches 
mathematics.--The C/,ronic/e thinks that the Normal course at the Umver- . 
sity is a superfluity, and recommends that it be ignored by the graduating class. 
It argues as follows : "It is not a little superogatory (sic) for a Greek profes-
sor to meet seniors a score of times, more or less, during their senior year, for 
the purpose of discussing WIth them the proper place for the iota subscript or 
the accent, or to make sure that they are at home in the Greek verb, subjects 
which, if not mastered before coming to the University, must have received 
proper attention at some time in the freshman year! Are we to be1ieve that 
students whf) have spent three years under the daily instruction of the Latin 
or mathematical departments of the University are unable to know how teach-
ing ought to be done, unless they can, during the senior year, meet the profes-
sors fifteen or twenty times in order to be lold how they must conduct a redta- . 
tion? Is it necessary for us to prove that a student who has been years under 
the best instruction is fully qualified, as far as theoretical knowledge is con· 
. cerne!i, from observation alone, to enter at once .upon tbe work of teaching, 
and needs nothing whatever added to his qualifications except actual practice 
in the recitation room? We think not ; and hence we c0nchide t~at the Nor-
mal course is unnecessary for two reasons,-first, it only carries the student 
again over what he has once · thoroughly learned and understood. and hence is 
a sheer waste of time; second, if a student, while going through collt-ge, has 
not used his eyes and ~ar. sufficiently to understand how the best teachers man-
age their work, then it is useless to try and tell him in a few lessons how good 
teaching is done.--Dr. Cbarles Gatchell, of Milwaukee, has accepted the 
position of lecturer in the homceopathic department of the University.--E. 
B. Fairfield is worKing earnestly at Howell. In his school there are nine 
teachers; among them four copies of" the WEEKLY are taken, nve of the PRAC-
TICAL TEACHER, one of the N E . '.Joumal of Education, one of the N Y. 
School '.Journal, and ·one of Barnes' Educatio"al Monthly, making twelye 
in all. 
NORTH CAROLINA.-The Colored State Nurmal Institute at Fayetteville 
is very successful in itself and very gooa in its effect upon the colored people 
of the surrounding country. All the teachers are colored, and teachers and 
pupils feel great pride in their school. 
WISCONSIN.-F. W. Denison, A. M., late teacher of Greek in Adrian Col-
lege, Michigan, has become Principal of Marshall Academy, Marshall, Da:ne 
county, and Miss J: L. Terry, formerly Preceptress of the Grammar Depart-
ment of the Soldiers' and Orphans' Home, Moldison, has accepted the position 
of Preceptress and teacher of Music in Marshall Academy. 
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Practical Hints and Exercises. 
HINTS TO TEACHERS. 
PUPILS who are tardy should not be allowed to enter the school. room until the close of the opening exercise. At a certain signal they may come 
in quietly and be seated near the door, when the teacher may call upon each 
for an excuse. Let this matter be treated very quietly, seriously, and firmly. 
The school should kno~ nothing of it, as all should be engaged in close study, 
in preparation of lessons. A little healthy discipline will secure quitenes; in 
entering school, and will tend to diminish the number of tardinesses. At the 
regular opening of sessions pupils should come in slowly, not lazily; they may 
form in line and march in with military precision. In the use of signals for 
movements, the teacher's low small voice is far the hest signal. The aisles 
should be carpeted. If the district will not purchase matting, the teacher and 
school are justifiable in doing· so. A good literary entertainment or a subscrip-
tion paper will secure the amount if properly presented and carried out. 
. I do not think I am prepared to say that ' all should be requested to wear 
slippers in the school room. 
The most orderly school which I ever visited, had, in the hall, a place for 
every pupil's slippers and boots. It was amusing to me to see the young ladies 
and gentlemen file out to their respective halls and change shppers for boots 
in preparation for out· door sports or departure for their homes; and in coming 
in, the order of course was reversed. But the time when the most annoyance is 
given by foot noise is when the pu~il is upon the seat and has become weary 
or impatient. The seat may be one too high or too low; it may have a vertical 
back or no back at all; the seat may be too narrow. With the defects and 
inconveniences above mentioned, the best disposed pupil will become uneasy 
and noisy. Every sclfool-room should have seats graded according to the 
sIze of the different pupils that may attend (not scholarShip this time). ' We 
have seen schools of three different systems of grading, viz.: 1. According to 
scholarship. 2. Age. 3. Size. The last two may be rightly denominated the 
d~grading system. In country school-houses, let there be a majority of low 
seals. In graded schools, the matter of seating, if left in wise hands, can be 
easily managed and adjusted. 
But there are pupils who have no proper excuse for making a noise with 
the feet while seated. He kicks the iron fastenings; he draws his boots back 
and forth upon the floor. He discards the foot-rest if there be one. He 
sprawls upon the desk and assumes an attitude somewhat resembling a toad 
which has been struck upon the back with your walking cane. If he should 
freeze or become petrified in that position, I doubt whether the naturalist could 
' make out in what genus hl should be classified. But he does not stay in 
anyone posItion long enough ~o have his picture taken, and as his head comes 
up his feet takes a different position and your nerves are disturbed and the 
quiet "f the school-room broken. , 
It is not tea(;hing that wears the teacher out at forty; it is this constant strain 
upon nerve to secure order, to bring the disorderly lInder discipline. Thi '; 
noisy-footed pupil should be a subject of special training. If you have more 
than one, treat them singly. Tell them plainly what you desire of them. Have 
the pupil go through with certain movements as you direct him; request him 
to imitate you and see who will make the least noise; Let this work be 
done when, no one is present. Do not scold him. Tell him that you notice 
that he makes a noise with his feet, which he (the pupil) has not stopped to 
consider was helping to make the school-room not a pleasant place for study 
and fe'Cltation. Reason with hIm · and you will, nine times out of ten, succeed. 
A. H. PORTER. 
SCHOOL PUNISHMENTS. 
Prest. J. BALDWIN, Kirksville, Mo. 
'WE punisli to enforce regulations.' By administering right punishments, 
parents, teachers, society, and God cooperate to strengthen virtue and 
lessen evil. 
What punishments to inflict, when to punish, and how t~ punL~h, are ques-
tions of infinite Importance. Inste,ad of seeking answers in eternal principles, 
our race has blundered on and punishments have been inflicted in caprice or 
passion. The better judgment of those administering punishment has rarely 
been called into action. Injudicious punishment has produced unbounded woe. 
I. PRINCIPLES. 
Puniskmmt skould lu reformatory-Nev~r Vindicti;~. All punishments 
&li6uld tend'to benefit the punished. Vindictive punishm~nts foster vindic-
tiveness. What a world of good' would result from the universal application 
of this grand principle! 
2. Punishmmt should fost~r self-control. Self-government alone is worthy 
of man. Punishments should tend to foster self-control by working in the 
offender a firm resolve to forsake the wrong and do the right. Punishments 
that crush manhood are fiendish. 
3. The fntnkishment should be a natural comequmce of the offense. This is 
a fundamental principle of the Divine government, and the more closely hu-
'man governments observe it the better. The relation between the offense and 
the punishment should be profoundly studied. 
4. Punishments skould b~ mild but catain. Undue severity creates sym-
pathy for the offender. All semblance of cruelty should be avoided. Mild 
but certain pUl1lshments are most effective. • 
S. The loving heart and kind word should accompany the .firm hand. On-
ly thus can the punishments be . made effective. The punishment should be 
deliberate, so as to give both parties time to reflect. The infliction should be 
m love, not in anger. 
6. PU1zishments should be infr~quent. By skillful management, offelJses 
should be prevented, and punishments averted. When the old school-master 
averaged twenty whippings a day, whippings ceased to be effective. The al-
most continued punishment of one kind or another, inflIcted by some te.lch-
ers and parents, is an unmixed evil. 
II. INJUDICIOUS PUNISHMENTS. 
Punislvnents injurious in their tendencies are injudicious and should be 
tabooed. Their name is legion; only the more common are here mentioned: 
I. Unusual punishments usually prove to be injudicious. PUl1lshments 
approved by public sentiment will generally be found safest and best. Teach-
ers who rack their brains to invent new punishments render themselves un-
popul~, and hence unsuccessful. , 
2 . Cowardly punishments are always injudicIOUS. Children not less than 
adults despise a mean, cowardly person, who wantonly punishes the helpless. 
Scolding is the worst of this class of punishments. It is the rasping utter-
ance of a chafed and cowed spinto The sour, whining, threatening dyspept.c, 
keeps the school continually irritated. The wise and sweet-tempered teacher 
or parent never scolds, never threatens, never irritates. These are the resources 
of a sour, mean coward. The wretchedness caused by this base and criminal 
punishm"ent is beyond computation. Persons to whom the habit of sculding 
has become chronic should be excluded from the school-room. 
3. Cruel punishmmts work harm. Placmg pepper on the tongue, pUlting 
split sticks on the ears, having pupils stand long on one foot, having pupils 
hold weights at arm's lengtb, etc., etc., are of this class. All tonures, ail h.lCsa 
and cruel l'unishments, are injudicious. 
4. Head punishments are improper. The head, the immediate organism 
through which the soul aclS, is a sacred thing. Slapping, boxing, pulling the 
nose or ears or hair, etc., are indignities to which no child should be sub-
jected. If you must use corporal punishment, I beg you to spare the head. 
5. Degrading punishments are educational mistakes. No means should be 
spared to have the child think well of himself. Punishments having an oppo-
site tendency are monstrous, and teachers who take a fiendish pleasure ill de-
grading and demeaning their pupils are human monsters. . 
6. Vindictive pun;shments injure both parties. Any punishment adminis-
tered in anger is more or less vindictive. That a parent or teacher shvuld 
punish a child simply to gratify spleen and without reference to the good of 
the child is hard to conceive. That such punishment is cllmm'on is a humil-
iatmg fact. 
It is a fearful thing to punish improperly. Erring man should ponder long 
before punishing a little immortal 
"Over whom the angels watch." 
Injudicious punishments tend to crush out the noblest trails of child nalure 
"":'tend to foster all hateful passions. 
III. JUDICIOUS PUNISHMENTS. 
Punishments that tend to work' in the child a love for the right and a hal> ed 
for the wrong are judtci~us. Such punishments will be found to accord with 
the above principles, and will tend to make the pupil strong to do the r.gnt 
and resist the wrong. 
Reproof, privation, suspension, and corporeal, are the pqnishments mo.t 
approved. 
I • .R~proof. This is an efficient corrective of nine-tenths of the faults 01 
children. Let teachers and parents learn to rightly administer repruol and 
they will find the child-heart responding as does the rosebud to the summer 
sun. Reproof may be general, or private, or public. 
November 8. 1877] 'The 'Educational Weekly. ' I 
(I) General reproof is the best of , all school punishments,. It alone wil 
suffice for the great majority of pupils, Some pupil has dene wrong, At a 
proper ti e, in a low, earnest tone, the teacher speaks of the offense and the 
offfender, No name is mentioned, but the sincere hope is expres;ed that the 
offense will not be repeated, Thus kindly and considerately dealt with, the 
pupil resolves to reform, and to carefully avoid the fault named, Many pupils, 
though not guilty, are benefit.ed : 
(2) Private reproof, administer<!d in the right spirit, is wonderfully effec-
tive, It works marveluus results, General reproof has faIled, The pupil 
continues to offend, The teacher seeks a strictly private interview, She ap 
proaches the pupil with kind looks, In gentle words she shows him the ten-
dencies of his conduct. She wishes to help him to hecome a man, Will he 
help himself? Teacher and pupil stand heart to heart. The boy's heart is 
touched, . He is saved. The loving heart, and the wise, tender words are 
invincible. 
Public and private reproof alone are sufficient in tbe vast majority of cases, 
The writer, in an experience extending over more tban a quarter of a century, 
has seldom found it necessary to resort to other punishments, 
(3) Public reproofis a powerful but dangerous punishment. It should be 
used sparingly and with discretion, Reprove not, child or adult. in the pres-
. ence of another person, -is a safe and sacred rule, It IS a fearful thing to 
,break down the pupil's self· respect and to blunt hi, regard for public opinion, 
Public reproof has its pl~e, The pupil cannot be moved by either general 
'or private reproof. A severer punishment becomes necessary, At a favorable 
;moment the teacher presents the matter to the schooL It ha~ become her pain . 
ful duty to publicly reprove one of their number, She has labored earnestly 
·.to induce him to do right, but has failed, She mentions his name, not to 
.. wound his feelings, but to arouse him, and to give all the pupils an opportunity 
1to aid him to correct his fault s. All agree to help, The offender feels that he 
iis in the hands of friends who mean to do him g~od . He feels ashamed of 
ibis conduct and resell ves to reform. The tremendous moral influence of the 
:school strengthens him. In the effort to aid another each pupil is benefited. 
:Silently but surely the work goes on. The erring one feels, reflects, resolves, 
·-yields to the power of public sentiment.-American Journal of Education. 
THE WRITING CLASS, 
By J, W. PAYSON. 
LET us enter the Primary Department in one of the busy bee-hives of edu-cation, in this or some other city, and superintend, with the teacher's 
kind permission, the introduction of writing among pupils, whose flexible 
!fingers, and soft, pliant muscles, are quite ready for training and practice. We 
shall assume this to be the first presentation of the subject. Let this opening 
exercise be purely conversational and illustrative. 
I shall first inquire of tbe children, How ma~y of you could tell your par-
ents or friends what you have done in' school to-day? All say they could 
How many of you could tell this to your parents or friends, if they wer~ 
away from you? All say they could not. Would you like to be abl~ to tell . 
about what you are doing, or about what is biking place, to those who are ab-
sent? A II say they would. Well, I am going to teach you how to do this; 
but, first, let us have a little talk about it. What is that your teacher has in 
her hand? They answer, "A book." Will you tell me something about the 
book? George says, .. It has red covers"; Susie says, " It is a small book" 
You have told me that your teacher has a small, red book. When vou said 
"book," "red," and "small," you made so nds, which meant book, ~ed, and 
small. I will now make on the blackboard some signs which you all know. 
I then write in Ramal) let!ers the word book. Children, what do you see 
on the blackboard? They answer," Book." But is this the same -thing whi~h 
you saw in your teacher's hand? "No." Does this mean the same thing? 
"Yes." Now, if I write this word before it (writing the word red in Roman 
letters), what will it mean? ,. Red book." I next write a and small before 
it, in the same characters: what does it mean now? "A small, red book." 
,Now, children, the words which I wrote on the blackboard mean the . same 
things as the words you just spoke. There are two ways of usmg words,-
speaking them, and writing them. Will some scholar spell aloud the word 
rd? Harry spells, "R·e-d." How many sounds did Harry use in spelling 
the word red? "Three." How many letters did I use in writing the word 
red? "Three. You see that the spuken words are made up of single sounds, 
an~ that the written words are made up of single letters. Speaking, then, is 
L elhng what we think by the use of certain sounds; and writing, is telling 
what we think by the use of letters. These letters are signs of the spoken 
sounds. 
Will you now give me some short words to write on the blackboard? The 
children pelt me with words faster than I can write them. I put down, in . 
Roman letters. rose, bee, blue, boy, girl. Did you tb inl< these things before 
you spoke them? "Yes." i now add one or two short words to the above 
written, and call upon the pupils to read the phrases aloud. They read, "A 
white rose" ; "A honey-bee"; "The blue sky." Did I think these words be-
fore I wrote them? "Yes." Then, children, you spoke what you thought, 
and I wrote what I thought,-so what you think can be either spoken or writ-
ten. You have already learned to speak what you. think; you must now learn 
to write what you think. In speaking, you use the voice and mouth; m writ-
ing, you use the hand and arm. 
In tbe next lesson I will teach you how to sit when writmg, how to hold 
your pen or pencil, how to place your writing· tablet, or copy-hook, and begin 
to teach you how to make letters. 
If a portion of each lesson was spent in conversational exercise about, and 
in blackhoard illustration of, writing, before setting out with pen or pencil, it 
would well repay the effort. The children should be given appropriate finger 
exercises for a few moments previous to writing. Extending and contra~ting 
the fingers, ~eparatillg and drawing them together, and five-finger piano exer-
cises, practiced on the desk, will help develop and train the muscles used in 
writing. 
Make these little pupil -, teacher, fairly hungry for the task, and eager to 
begin it. Be sure that they know wh~t it is they are doing; why they are 
doing it; and how it is to be dbne.-The Primary Teacher. 
REV. ROBERT ROBINSON'S TACT. 
Among Robmson's most eminent qualities were his didactic talents, as weli out of as in the pulpit. He was a great favorite with the children. It is 
many years since I heard the' following relation: 
"I went one morning into the house of a friend. The ladies were' busy 
preparing a packet for one of the children at school. Betsy, a little girl be· 
tween five and six years old, was playing about the room. Robinson call'c in, 
when this dialogue followed: 
"Well, Betsy, would you not like to send a letter to Tommy?" 
B.-" Yes, I should." , 
R.-" Why don't you?" 
B.-" I can't write." 
R.-"Shall I w~ite for you ?" 
B.-"O yes! I wish you would." 
R.-" Well, get me ~ pen, ink, and paper." The child brougbt them. 
R.-" Now it must be your letter. I give you the use of my hand, but you 
must tell me what to say." 
B.-" I don' t knuw. 
R.-" You don't know! though you love ypur brother so much. Sball I 
find something for you ?" 
B.-"O yes! pray do." 
R.-" Well, then, let's see: Dear Tommy,-Last night the house was 
burned down from top to bottom." . , 
B.-" No! don't say that." 
R:-" Why not?" 
B.-" 'Cause it isn't true." 
R.-" What! you have learned you must not write what's not true? I am 
glad you have learned so much. Stick to it as long as you live. Never write 
what is not tru~. But you must think of something that is true. Come, tell 
me something. 
B.-" I don't know." 
R.-" Let's see. The kitten has been playing with its tail this quarter of 
an hour. 
B.-" No, don't write that." 
R.-" Why should I not write that? It's true; I have seen that myself." 
B.-" 'Cause that's silly; Tommy QO~'t want to know anything about the 
kitten and its tail." 
R.-"Good again! Why, my dear; I see you know a good deal about let· 
ter-writing., It is not enough that a thing is true; it must be worth writing 
about. Do tell me something to say." 
B.-" I don't know." 
R.-" Shall I write this: You'll be glad to hear that Sammv is quite re-
covered from the small-pox, and come down stairs?" -
B.-"O yes! do write that." 
R.-"And why should I write that?" 
B.--" Tommy,loves Sammy dearly, and will be so glad to hear he's got 
well again." • 
R-" Why, Betsy, my dear, you know how to write a letter' pretty well, if 
you wiII give yourself a httle trouble. Now what next?" 
A pretty long letter was produced, and the little girl was caressed and 
praised for knowing so well how to write a letter; for she was made to .utter 
a nuniber of simple truths, such as an infant mind can entertain and repro-
duce.-Selected. . . , 
" 
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MARKING FOR SCHOLARSHIP. 
SUPT. Frank F. Dinsmo.re, of Douglass co.unty, Kan , made a rep.o~t .to State Supt. A. B. Lemmon In re,pon.e to an mqulry as to the feaslblhty ancl 
wisdom of teachers marking the scholarship of their pupils at each recitation 
and reporting the same. After expre. sing his disapproval of such markin.;{, 
he says: 
" In order to make out a report of scholarship that will be worthy of the 
name it will be necessary for the teacher to keep either (a) a daily class reo 
cord ~f recitations, or (b) subject the entire school to a monthly examination, 
or (cl use a combinatiun of the two. Suppose that he adopt the first. In 
this case we find that during tlu recitation of each class the teacher must 
make a special eftort to remember precisely the worth of each answer of each 
pupil in the class, instead of giving his undivide~ a.ttention ~o instruction, 
fur which alone he IS employed and paid by the dlstnct. Again, at the end 
of t:ach recitation he must stop the whole machinery of tlie school while he 
looks up the name of each member of the class, and makes the appropriate 
entry opposite the name. Take an average school of forty pupils, each pupil 
havlllg four studies, and reciting twice a day. We find that the teacher fol-
10wIlIg that system must estimate the worth of the recitation,jind the name of 
the pupil, and make the particular mark three hundred and twenty times every 
six hours! Does it pay? Now, outside of school these markings must be 
gatht'red together, averaged, and tabulated, ready for the report. But sup-
pose that he adopts the second method, that of examination. Then every 
lour weeks he must prepare his examination questions, cut off all instruction, 
and take at least an entire day in which to 'examint:' the school. Then 
lollows the looking over and grading of papers in each branch of study, the 
striking of averages, the summing of results, etc. Experience tcaches that 
the evt:nings of a week arc required properly to go through the papers of a 
class of fifty. Would n't it be better for the school to have the teacher em-
ploy this time in posting himsdf in methods and matter.? Another drawback 
is the standard. In order to get at the true mental dimensions of various 
schoJls, it is necessary to have a comm01Z measuring unit. It is known that 
differelll teachers Will plact: very different estimates upon the worth of a given 
recitation. How shall we establish and maintain this common umt among a 
corp. of teachers that is ~iddy scattered and constamly changing, when it 
has bet:n found impossible to accomplish this in academies and universities, 
where teachers conier Irequently and remain in t·he same positions year after 
year? . . 
" Let us consider the benefits. It is claimed that these reports will indicate 
the proficiency . and scholarship cf the various schools of the county. I 
think they will do nothing of the kind. Because. first, no two teachers will 
adopt and carry out the same system of marking. Second, if the teachers 
find that the standing of their schools and the reputation of 1 hemselves hinge 
upon these' marks,' they will, in nine case. out of tell. see to it that the 
rep"rts ' report favorably.' To be a 'witness against one.;elt' is contrary to 
the principles of human nature as well as common law.. The effect upon 
the teacher is evidelllly not salutary. How is it with the pupil? In the fir.t 
place it robs him of much valuable time and attention on the part of the 
teacher. Again, it causes the pupil to work for 'marks.' A boy that is 
working for percentage studies his lesson for the time being, innocently ex-
pecting to forget it forever as soon as recited. And how seldom is he disap-
pointed! The terms of our district schools are so short that they cannot 
affurd time for the 'daily marking'; and instead of the monthly examinatiol\ 
1 w,lUld substitut~ a weekly review. During a review a teacher can take 
occasiun to explain foggy points, while in an examination he cannot. In the 
gra.led schools of cities where regular and frequent promotions depend upon 
uholarship, these records are sometimes considered indispenbable. Yet I 
kllow ot cities that, after a full and fair trial of each, have abolished both the 
daily lIIarkings and the monthly examinations, considering them a prodigal 
waste of time. In their stead they have substituted semi-annual examlnl/.tions 
conducted by the superintendent. 
" The above are my reasons for believing that it would be unwise to de-
mand a monthly report of scholar.hip from the district schools of the state. 
If such a report is to be made, I would suggest th-at it be an annual one, 
based upon an examination at the close of the term. It St:elllS to me that the 
grand work of our teachers is to teach; and that anything which interferes 
with that is out of keeping with the object of our schools. I am opposed to 
the conversion of the school-room into a statistical bureau. A repun uf at-
tendance, punctuality, and deportment can be taken from the roll that is kept 
by every teacher. Such a report will 'uot clash in [he least with regular 
school work, w.hile, in my opinion, it i. all-sufficient." 
A common mistake of teachers is the practice of advancing pupi.s too rap-
ily. Various matters are passed over not thorou~hl) understood and the con-
sequences are felt for a long time. Teachers should be thorough in giving 
instruction. Superficial acquirements are ever a delusion and a snare. The 
cause of the failure of many persons in practical life is due to the. insane de-
sire of a reputation for advancing pudils rapidly that their teachers had.-O. 
M. Crary. . 
-Unintentionally we have delayed a notice of the fact that the publishers of 
the Institute Song Budget, Davis, Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, N. Y. (it is no 
longer published by us), have enlarged its size one third, without increasing 
·its price,-$I.50 pel' dozen, 01' $10 per hundred. The new pieces add con-
sideraBly to its value. . - -
NOTES BY THE WAY. 
LE:.iONT-LOCKPORT. 
AT Lemont we made a short call and visited four teachers at their work. Mbs Joanna Brassil has charge of the grammar department and Miss 
Mary L Hunt presides over the interm~diate schooL Prof. John McCarthy is 
principal of the schooL He is a gentleman of foreign birth and education, 
and is a late graduate of Queen's College, England. The schools are under 
excellent diSCipline. The teachers are over-worked, there being tou many 
pupils in each room. Mr. C. Lehmer has charge of the Catholic school, 
which is in a prosperous condition. Mr. L<:hmer is a teacher of large ex-
perience. J. W. McCarthy has charge of the" north. school " and we und.er. 
.tand is doing very acceplable work. Lemont and VICll1Hy affurd an extensive 
field for the geologist. Stone' quarri es are on every hand and they are ex-
tensively worked. Stone for the new Chicago Court-house and many other 
fine buildings in process of <:rection throughout the state is now being shipped 
from this point. 
We took the evening train for Lockport and received a cordial reception 
from Prof. D. H. Darling, the long.honored principal of the public schoo.ls of 
this thriving little town. Mr. Darling has for more than ten years preSided 
over and directed the school interests here. A visit through the different 
departments must convince one that there has been wi,e and careful ~ana~e­
ment and that scholarly work has been done. The corps of teachers tS With-
out exception first-class. 1 he primary teacher, Miss Addie Heron, does not 
complam of too many lillie ones "on the road to fame." She has 
only 130! But there is plenty of room. . ' 
The exercise songs are finely rendered in this and the intermediate depart-
ments. In the latter room we found some very ex~ellent work being done by 
both pupils and teacher. 
The rt:»ding had expressiun . The general exercises were of such a nature 
as to impart a great deal of useful information, and was e~llered mto wHh 
interst and attention by all. The room in charge of MISS Minora C. Paxson 
. fits pupilS for the grammar grade. Miss P. is a graduate of the Lockport 
High SchooL We do not wish to lengthen these comments but we must say 
that. ¢e patrons of the school have goo~ reaso?s to spe~k in high terms of 
Miss Paxson's school-work. The exercIses which we Wllnessed were eJ(cel-
lent .. nd showed careful preparation by teacher as well scholar. One "hint~' 
which we wish to emphasize: Answers to questions were given by the pupil 
in sentences inc1udmg the question. Miss SophIa Sawyer, critic in the. gram-
mar school, is a teacher of more than sixteen years experience in some of the 
best schools of the state. The manner of analysis in the reduction of fractions 
to lowest terms was given in a way by pupils so as to secure accuracy 'and 
serve to strengthen the reasoning powers. Good order and method apparent. 
The school choir rendc:red some songs in good style. in particular, "Catch 
the Sunshine." Miss Sawyer is asSisted in her work by Miss Belle Fox. In the 
High School, Mr. Darling is assisted by Miss Maggie Liement, a gradu~te 
of the Cook County Normal, at Englewood; Miss Clement taught In MO~lne 
last year. The libra.y is extensive and choice. Philosophical and chenucal 
apparatus, a piano, and many other things which lend efficiency to school 
work are at hand. 
Tht: building is of stone, three stories and a basement. It was in Lockp.ort 
that Profs. Hanford and Wescott did some of their first school work, which 
attracted the attention of the state, and led to their promotion. Lockport is 
finely located on the Desplaines river, and lilinois and Michigan canal. The 
town is upon a level With lake Mi~higan' but just below there are several locks 
in the canal showing a rapid descent. 
And now again 
We take the train, 
In the chilling rain 
for Chicago, havin,J been "out" thirty .six hours-securing for the WEEKLY 
. seven subscriptiuns, and for THE PRACTICAL TEACHER, four . . 
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-The Lancaster School Mottoes, twelve ~heets of the best 6-ply rail-road 
board, printed on both sides,-thirty mottoes and the Lord's P~ayer, m.ay be 
procured for $1.10 by mail, either from J. H. Butler & Co., Philadelphia, ?r 
the publishers of the WEEKLV. In fact, the publishers of the W~EKLY Will 
gladly supply all orders from teachers for books or school supphes of any 
kind. This may often prove specially serviceable. to such teachers as ~e not 
acquainted with the wholesale houses. We have more or less deal with all 
the leading publishers and school furnishing houses. If preferable, w~tern 
teachers may send their or, crs for books to Jansen, Mc Clurg & Co., Chicago, 
and to A. H. Andrews & Cu., for school furniture, apparatus, etc. These 
houses have been long established and enjoy an honorable reputation for 
fair dealing. 
-We will send THE PRACTICAL TEACHER free to any school, library, or 
reading room where it will be preserved on file and accessible to the students· 
